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QUESTION 1

Which of the following represents a feature of Terraform Cloud that is NOT free to customers? 

A. Roles and Team Management 

B. WorkSpace Management 

C. Private Module Registry 

D. VCS Integration 

Correct Answer: A 

Role Based Access Controls (RBAC) for controlling permissions for who has access to what configurations within an
organization and it is not free to customers. https://www.hashicorp.com/products/terraform/pricing/ 

 

QUESTION 2

If a module uses a local variable, you can expose that value with a terraform output. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

Output values are like function return values. Reference: https://www.terraform.io/docs/language/values/locals.html
https://www.terraform.io/docs/language/values/outputs.html 

 

QUESTION 3

You need to migrate a workspace to use a remote backend. After updating your configuration, what command do you
run to perform the migration? Type your answer in the field provided. The text field is not case-sensitive and all
variations of the correct answer are accepted. 

A. terraform init 

B. PlaceHolder 

C. PlaceHolder 

D. PlaceHolder 

Correct Answer: A 

terraform init 

Once you have authenticated to Terraform Cloud, you\\'re ready to migrate your local state file to Terraform Cloud. To
begin the migration, reinitialize. This causes Terraform to recognize your cloud block configuration. 
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QUESTION 4

You\\'re preparing to install Terraform on client workstations and want to see which operating systems are supported.
Which of the following operating systems is supported? 

A. Windows 

B. Amazon Linux 

C. FreeBSD 

D. Solaris 

E. MacOS 

F. All of the above 

Correct Answer: F 

 

QUESTION 5

You have created a custom variable definition file testing.tfvars. How will you use it for provisioning infrastructure? 

A. terraform apply-var-state-file ="testing.tfvars" 

B. terraform plan-var-file="testing.tfvar" 

C. terraform apply-var-file="testing.tfvars" 

D. terraform apply var-file="testing.tfvars" 

Correct Answer: C 

https://www.terraform.io/docs/configuration/variables.html 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following is true about Terraform\\'s implementation of infrastructure as code? (Choose two.) 

A. It is only compatible with AWS infrastructure management 

B. You cannot reuse infrastructure configuration 

C. You can version your infrastructure configuration 

D. It requires manual configuration of infrastructure resources 

E. It allows you to automate infrastructure provisioning 

Correct Answer: CE 
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QUESTION 7

Select the operating systems which are supported for a clustered Terraform Enterprise: (select four) 

A. Unix 

B. Red Hat 

C. CentOS 

D. Amazon Linux 

E. Ubuntu 

Correct Answer: BCDE 

https://www.terraform.io/docs/enterprise/before-installing/index.html#operating-systemrequirements 

 

QUESTION 8

You have a Terraform configuration file where a variable itemNum is defined as follows: 

variable "itemNum" { default = 3} 

You also have a defined the following environment variables in your shell: TF_itemNum =6, TF_VAR_itemNum =9. You
also have a terraform.tfvars file with the following contents 

itemNum = 7 

When you run the following apply command, what is the value assigned to the itemNum variable? 

terraform apply-var itemNum =4 

A. 10 

B. 6 

C. 1 

D. 4 

E. 3 

Correct Answer: D 

The-var and-var-file methods of assigning variables have the highest precedence.
https://www.terraform.io/docs/configuration/variables.html 

 

QUESTION 9

When using providers that require the retrieval of data, such as the HashiCorp Vault provider, in what phase does
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Terraform actually retrieve the data required? 

A. terraform delete 

B. terraform plan 

C. terraform init 

D. terraform apply 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Most Terraform providers interact with ____________. 

A. API 

B. VCS Systems 

C. Shell scripts 

D. None of the above 

Correct Answer: A 

Terraform relies on plugins called "providers" to interact with cloud providers, SaaS providers, and other APIs, as per:
https://www.terraform.io/language/providers 

 

QUESTION 11

You have a Terraform configuration that defines a single virtual machine with no references to it. You have run terraform
apply to create the resource, and then removed the resource definition from your Terraform configuration file. What will
happen when you run terraform apply in the working directory again? 

A. Nothing 

B. Terraform will destroy the virtual machine 

C. Terraform will error 

D. Terraform will remove the virtual machine from the state file, but the resource will still exist 

Correct Answer: B 

If you remove the resource from your config file and the resource is in your state file, terraform will apply the
configuration in the config file-which is to delete the resource 

 

QUESTION 12

Given the below resource configuration-resource "aws_instance" "web" { # ... count = 4 } 
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What does the terraform resource address aws_instance.web refer to? 

A. It refers to all 4 web instances , together , for further individual segregation , indexing is required , with a 0 based
index. 

B. It refers to the last web EC2 instance , as by default , if no index is provided , the last / N-1 index is used. 

C. It refers to the first web EC2 instance out of the 4 ,as by default , if no index is provided , the first / 0th index is used. 

D. The above will result in a syntax error , as it is not syntactically correct . Resources defined using count , can only be
referenced using indexes. 

Correct Answer: A 

A Resource Address is a string that references a specific resource in a larger infrastructure. 

An address is made up of two parts: 

[module path][resource spec] 

Module path: 

A module path addresses a module within the tree of modules. It takes the form: 

module.A.module.B.module.C... 

Multiple modules in a path indicate nesting. If a module path is specified without a resource spec, the address applies to
every resource within the module. If the module path is omitted, this addresses the root module. 

Given a Terraform config that includes: 

resource "aws_instance" "web" { 

# ... 

count = 4 

} 

An address like this: 

aws_instance.web[3] 

Refers to only the last instance in the config, and an address like this: 

aws_instance.web 

Refers to all four "web" instances. 

https://www.terraform.io/docs/internals/resource-addressing.html 

 

QUESTION 13

What is the provider for this fictitious resource? 
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A. vpc 

B. main 

C. aws 

D. test 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/cloudformation-cli/latest/userguide/resource-types.html 

 

QUESTION 14

In Terraform Enterprise, a workspace can be mapped to how many VCS repos? 

A. 5 

B. 2 

C. 3 

D. 1 

Correct Answer: D 

A workspace can only be configured to a single VCS repo, however, multiple workspaces can use the same repo.
https://www.terraform.io/docs/cloud/workspaces/vcs.html 

 

 

QUESTION 15

Which are forbidden actions when the Terraform state file is locked? (Choose three.) 

A. terraform destroy 

B. terraform fmt 

C. terraform state list 

D. terraform apply 

E. terraform plan 

F. terraform validate 
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Correct Answer: ADE 
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